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CAMPAIGNS

South America

Colombia – CADTM Abya Yala
The Economic Forum on «  Financial Crisis – Central 
Bank and economic policies » was hold the 14th and 
15th of  november  in  Bogota  –  Colombia.  It  was 
organized  by  ANABRE,  UNEB,  Universidad 
Nacional  de  Colombia,  CADTM  international  and 
CADTM  Colombia.  About  hundred  persons 

participated  to  the  forum  in  which  delegates  from 
CADTM  network  from  Argentina,  Brazil,  Ecuador, 
Uruguay and Venezuela. After this event, a meeting 
of CADTM network was hold. CADTM Abya Yala 
was then created. The report of the economic forum is 
available in spanish on CADTM website.
http://www.cadtm.org/Relatoria-Foro-Economico-
Crisis
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Europe

UK  -  Jubilee  Debt  Campaign  UK  
Over the last year JDC has been campaigning for the 
British  government  to  introduce  a  law  preventing 
vulture  funds from suing Southern countries  in  UK 
courts.  Vulture  funds buy-up the  defaulted debts  of 
Southern  countries  and  sue  those  countries  for 
immediate  repayment,  often  making  extortionate 
profits. US and UK courts account for the majority of 
vulture  cases,  which  is  why  the  campaign  is  being 
pursued in our two countries. 

Earlier  this  year  the  British  government  opened  a 
consultation  in  which  they  proposed  compulsorily 
applying  HIPC  terms  to  all  commercial  creditors 
suing a HIPC eligible country. This would effectively 
mean a large write-down on these claims which would 
effectively  make  vulture  activity  unprofitable.  We 
welcome this change, but believe the law should apply 
to  all  Southern  countries,  as  HIPC  criteria  are  too 
arbitrary.
 
At the time of going to press, two vulture funds won a 
case  against  Liberia  in  the  British  courts,  for 
$20million on a debt contracted in 1978. The case had 
a positive side, however, persuading a British MP to 
introduce  a  bill  into  Parliament.  More  in  coming 
months  -  keep  up-to-date  at: 
www.jubileedebtcampaign.org.uk/vultures.
 
We are also working with other campaigners in the 
UK to force the government to recognise its 'climate 
debt'  - including the role that Third world Debt has 
played in forcing Southern countries into high carbon 
development models. 

Full  report  at:  www.jubileedebtcampaign.org.uk/?
lid=5119 -  and  for  anyone  going  to  Copenhagen, 
please find us in the big red bus outside the Klima 
forum. 

Germany - Erlassjahr
The erlassjahr.de Working Group on Illegitimate Debt 
has organized the seminar on the 27th of November in 
Leipzig. Some 25 participants have attended, among, 
legal  experts,  students,  campaigners  from  the 
erlassjahr.de network as well as government officials. 
We have analyzed in-depths the potential of existing 
Ius Cogens norms on the basis of a presentation by 
University of  Essex Reader Sabine Michalowski,  as 
well  as  several  case  studies.  These  related  to  the 
warship export between Germany and Indonesia, the 
Argentine debt from the times of the dictatorship and 

the case of Zimbabwe's existing external debt.

We concluded that a lot of work still needs to be done 
among legal experts in order to establish the firm link 
between the existing norms, which bind all states and 
governments, independently of their constitutions, and 
the  giving and taking of loans  for  odious purposes. 
Campaigners  should  continue  to  monitor  ongoing 
discussions  in  the  legal  arena  carefully,  but  also 
continue to work on individual cases. 

In the next year erlassjahr.de will continue to work on 
the Indonesian case as before. Additionally we shall 
participate  in  discussions  on  Zimbabwe,  led  by 
ZIMCOOD and ZEN in Europe, and we shall try to 
shed a bit more light on new trade financing by the 
German Export Credit Agency after the G20 decisions 
to substantially extend bilateral  trade as a means to 
support rich countries' export industries.

For  anybody reading  German a  short  report  on  the 
Leipzig  seminar  is  available  at 
http://www.erlassjahr.de/blog/2009/12/01/kampagne-
trifft-uni-spannender-studientag/

ITALIE - CRBM
CRBM, Mani Tese and CLAI (Legal Center for Afro-
descendants  and  Indigenous  people)  have  just 
launched  a  "mail  bombing"  calling  on  the  Italian 
government to cancel  the illegitimate debt  of  Daule 
Peripa/  Marcel  Laniado  de  Wind.  

The aim is to get as many letters as possible to the 
Ministry of  Finance and to  the Ministry of  Foreing 
Affairs  in  the  next  few  days.  
The text of the letter is in Italian only but those of you 
that can understand the content are very welcome to 
sign  on!  

Italy  and  Ecuador  are  about  to  finalise  the  second 
trance of the debt swap negotiated few years ago, but 
they are also working on a "swap for nature" for the 
Yasuni  project.  We  are  calling  on  the  Italian 
government to do an integral audit of the bilateral debt 
with Ecuador  before  moving forward any new debt 
swap,  and  to  exclude in  any  case  all  credits  which 
have  been  investigated  by  the  Public  Debt  Audit 
Commission in Ecuador. 
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IRELAND – Debt and Development Coalition 
Ireland
Debt and Development Coalition Ireland is currently 
campaigning  for  the  Irish  government  to  publish  a 
new justice centred debt policy that supports: 

1.  Expanded debt  cancellation,  free from conditions 
for all Southern countries that need it
2.  Recognition by Ireland,  the EU, the World Bank 
and  IMF  of  the  responsibility  of  lenders  in  the 
creation of illegitimate debts
3.  Support  for  establishment  of  debt  audits  in  the 
Global South
 4. The establishment of an international taskforce on 
tackling historic illegitimate debt
5. Recognition of the climate debt owed to countries 
of  the  Global  South  and  the  need  for  grant  based 
support (not loans) to southern countries to cope with 
climate change
The new policy is currently being drafted by the Irish 
government.  DDCI  would  greatly  welcome 
international  messages,  especially  from  the  Global 
South,  to  the  Minister  for  Finance,  Brian  Lenihan 
T.D.  and  to  the  Minister  of  State  for  Overseas 
Development,  Peter  Power  T.D.,  urging  them  to 
support  these  positions  in  the  new policy.  You can 
email  Minister  Lenihan 
at href="mailto:minister@finance.gov.ie"minister@fi
nance.gov.ie and  Minister  Power  at 
peter.power@dfa.ie
thank you in advance for this much needed solidarity.  
www.debtireland.org

Norway: Campaign on illegitimate  debt gave 
results 
The  Norwegian  Coalition  for  Debt  Cancellation 
(SLUG)  launched  a  campaign  last  year,  urging  the 
Norwegian government to 1)undertake a debt audit of 
past  lending,  2)establish  clear  rules  for  responsible 
financing and 3)work internationally to create a group 
within the UN system to look at international rules for 
responsible  financing  and  the  cancellation  of 
illegitimate  debt.  The  campaign,  which  was  a 
collaboration between SLUG, Norwegian Church Aid 
and  Changemaker,  gave  results.  After  winning  the 
election  this  autumn,  the  red/green  coalition 
government stated in their new strategy that they will 
"work for mechanisms to abolish international debts 
and  deal  with  illegitimate  debts,  a  binding 
international set of regulations for responsible lending 
and by applying a Norwegian debt revision scheme. 
The cost of bilateral debt abolition shall not be a strain 
on the aid budget itself, and no conditions must be set 
for any form of privatisation."  Now civil society is in 
dialogue with the Government in order to discuss the 
way  forward.  The  full  government's  strategy  in 
English  can  be  found 
here:http://arbeiderpartiet.no/content/download/26533
/378805/version/1/file/soriamoria2_english.pdf. 

Belgium – CADTM Belgium
CADTM organized on November 14th and 15th, 2009 
a weekend of training on « debt and compensations » 
which  gathered  30  persons.  It  was  opportunity  to 
study different cases of compensations in detail. It is 
possible  to  find  all  presentations  and  recording 
displayed on CADTM website 
http://www.cadtm.org/Week-end-de-formation-debat-
Dette,4768
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Africa

Benin – CADTM Africa
CADTM organised on October 26th and 27th 2009 its 
VII international law seminar on the issue « Debt and 
human rights » in Cotonou (Benin).  Delegates from 
Africa  and  Europe  were  present  as  well  as  a  large 
public of representatives from Benin.
Seminary  dealt  with  3  sub-topics:  crisis  and  its 
different dimensions (among these the new crisis of 
debt),  tools  to  ask  for  cancellation  /  repudiation  of 
illegitimate debt, violations of the human rights social 
movements are subjected to. Following this seminary, 
CADTM Africa held a meeting of network which led 
to  the  definite  creation  of  CADTM  Africa.  Some 
weeks later  activities and meetings of CADTM Latin 
America  took  place  in  Bogota  (Colombia)  and  in 
Dhaka (Bangladesh) for CADTM Asia.
A complete report of activities in Cotonou is available 

in French, Spanish and English on CADTM website 
http://www.cadtm.org/Week-end-de-formation-debat-
Dette,4768

Togo – CADTM Africa
Following the law seminar organised in Cotonou, the 
various delegates travelled to Lomé (Togo) where a 
public  forum on debt  and  human  rights  took  place 
during two days.  This forum gathered 300 persons, 
mainly students.  The various  exchanges  were  about 
illegitimate  debt,  various  tools  to  cancel,  repudiate 
this  debt  and  the  consequences  of  debt  on  the 
population’s  different  human  rights.   Minutes  in 
French  is  available  on  http://www.cadtm.org/Les-
activites-d-Attac-Cadtm-Togo

Australia 

Australia  -  JUBILEE  AUSTRALIA  
For the Global Week of Action against Debt & IFIs, 
we held screenings of the film /‘The End of Poverty?/’ 
in two Australian cities. Both events were completely 
sold  out.  This  is  raising  awareness  amongst  the 
Australian public,  in preparation for a bigger public 
campaign  against  illegitimate  debt  in  2010.  
Freedom  of  Information  challenge  is  continuing 
against the Australian ECA, appealing its decision to 
deny access to important information regarding past 
debts. Particularly focusing on the period 1980-1996, 
when an Australian policy supporting exporters saw 
irresponsible lending and accumulation of bad debts. 
A  hearing  will  be  held  early  2010  at  the  Federal 
Administrative  Appeals  Tribunal.  

Report  to  be  released  March/April  2010  on 
illegitimate debt highlighting one specific case - Govt 
used  mixed  aid/export  credit  deals  to  help  an 
Australian company break into the Asian market. The 
series  of  ECA loans  to  the  Indonesian Government 
made partly in name of ‘development’ between late 
1980s and early 1990, are still over 50% unpaid, and 
account for 30% of Indonesia’s total outstanding debt 
to  Australia.  
The  Case  for  a  Debt  Audit  -  Jubilee  Australia 
Working  Paper:  Download  from 
http://www.jubileeaustralia.org/illegitimate_debt 
Visit  www.jubileeaustralia.org 
<http://www.jubileeaustralia.org/> or  email 
adele@jubileeaustralia.org 
<  mailto:adele@jubileeaustralia.org  >  
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PUBLICATIONS
Legal Case Studies on Illegitimate Debt: New 
Publication by Aktion Finanzplatz Schweiz

On  11th  November,  Swiss  NGO  Aktion 
Finanzplatz Schweiz launched a new book with 
legal case studies on illegitimate debt at the 7th 
UNCTAD  Debt  Management  Conference  in 
Geneva.  The  book  will  strengthen  NGO 
campaigns by providing them with legal know-
how. Further, it offers useful legal arguments for 
initiatives by countries in the South who wish to 
assess and cancel illegitimate debts.

The book “How to Challenge Illegitimate Debt, 
Theory  and  Legal  Case  Studies“  provides 
detailed  legal  information  on  several  cases  of 
illegitimate  or  odious  debts.  The  cases  in  the 
book  comprise   the  Philippines,  Argentina, 
Ecuador,  Haïti,  Paraguay,  the  Democratic 

Republic  of  the  Congo,  the  Republic  of  the 
Congo, Liberia and South Africa.

Most  of  the  cases  analyzed  are  not  only 
illegitimate and odious but also illegal, because 
they breach contracts and regulations and violate 
international  treaties,  as  well  as  peremptory 
norms and general principles of law. In addition 
to the case studies, the book also comprises an 
extensive theoretical part further developing the 
concept  of  illegitimate  debt  by  virtue  of 
exploring  international  and  private  law, 
illegitimate  debt  and  human  rights  as  well  as 
arbitration and examples of NGO campaigns.

The  book  can  be  downloaded  for  free  at 
www.aktionfinanzplatz.ch.  Printed  copies  are 
available for  20 Swiss francs (plus shipping costs). 
Send an email to afp@aktionfinanzplatz.ch
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About this bulletin 

This bulletin is published every 2 months to summarise recent and forthcoming actions in the International 
Campaign on Illegitimate Debt carried out by activists across the world. It complements existing lists and 
newsletters by publishing only extremely short and action-oriented articles, with links or email addresses for 
follow-up. 

The bulletin is an initiative of the International Facilitation Team of the International Campaign on Illegitimate 
Debt. The Team was established in Nairobi in January 2007 and is composed of Jubilee South, CADTM, Jubilee 
USA  and  Eurodad.  It  facilitates  exchanges  and  joint  initiatives  of  groups  participating  in  the  illegitimate 
campaign.

Debt  groups  and  movements  have  agreed  to  call  for  the  immediate  cancellation  of  illegitimate,  unjust  and 
unpayable debt of the South without externally imposed conditions. The agreed priority areas for coordination 
and joint actions are: 

• Generating official recognition of the issue of illegitimate debt;
• Raising the profile of illegitimate debt issue among social movements, CSOs and the general public;  
• Conducting debt audits; and 
• Developing definitions, perspectives, analytical tools, advocacy instruments on illegitimate debt and 

alternative/responsible financing.

Please circulate widely to people you know who will be interested.  Please send your feedback and/ or articles 
for the next issue to: debtbulletin@illegitimatedebt.org
More information about the International Campaign on Illegitimate Debt can be found and circulated through the 
Campaign Website — www.illegitimatedebt.org.

The next issue will come out in March. The deadline to submit articles is March 15. Submit articles in a 
short format (200 words), with web links and/or email addresses as appropriate. 

http://www.illegitimatedebt.org/
mailto:debtbulletin@eurodad.org
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